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Features: - Calculate Period, Orbit and Ephemeris for any body or group of bodies in space -
Calculate destination for any body - Calculate Velocity of any body - Calculate local escape velocity
of any body - Calculate Deep Space as seen from any body - Calculate Velocity and Orbit of any body
- Calculate Flybys of any body - Calculate Ephemeris of any body (or a set of bodies) - Calculate
Intersection of two bodies - Calculate Orbital Rendezvous for any two bodies - Calculate Separation
of any two bodies - Calculate Velocity of any body for a given period - Calculate Ephemeris of any
body for a given period - Calculate Lunar Orbit for any body - Calculate Lunar Ephemeris for any
body - Calculate Lunar Distance for any body - Calculate Lunar Semi-Major Axis for any body -
Calculate All the above values for any body or group of bodies at any time - Calculate e=g for any
body or any group of bodies - Calculate Geocentric Annular Orbit - Calculate Mean Distance as seen
from any body - Calculate Mean Anomalous Velocity - Calculate Orbital Distance for any body -
Calculate Orbital Velocity for any body - Calculate Planetary Radiation Budget for any body -
Calculate Planetary Tides - Calculate Planetary Slope - Calculate Momentum Balance - Calculate
Orbital Intention - Calculate Equatorial Radius - Calculate Mean Radius - Calculate Area of a Sphere
- Calculate Circular Velocity - Calculate Orbit of a planet for any distance (or any set of distances) -
Calculate the position of any planet at any distance - Calculate the position of any planet for any
period (or any set of periods) - Calculate the position of any planet for any epoch (or any set of
epochs) - Calculate the position of any planet for any day of year (or any set of days of year) -
Calculate the position of any planet for any time of day (or any set of times of day) - Calculate the
position of any planet for any day of month (or any set of days of month) - Calculate the position of
any planet for any day of week (or any set of days of week) - Calculate the position of any planet for
any month
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- Altitude: (m) - Velocity: (m/sec) - Range: (m) - Angle: (deg) - Altitude Range: (m) - Duration: (sec) -
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Orbital Period: (sec) - Orbital Velocity: (m/sec) - Angular Velocity: (deg/sec) - Doppler Shift: (m/sec) -
Radius Ratio: - Target Distance: (m) - Ring Length: (m) - Concurrency: - Inclination: (deg) -
Eccentricity: - Semi-Major Axis: (m) - Diameter: (m) - Orbitello Radius: (m) - Proximity Angle: (deg) -
Orbital Radius: (m) - Orbit Orientation: (deg) - Escape Velocity: (m/sec) - Radiation Pressure: (m/sec)
- Orbit: (deg) - Relative Periapsis: (m) - Relative Apoapsis: (m) - Inclination Angle: (deg) -
Eccentricity: - Relative Periapsis: (m) - Relative Apoapsis: (m) - Orbital Radius: (m) - Orbit
Orientation: (deg) - Capture Radius: (m) - Radius Ratio: - Orbital Frequency: (Hz) - Orbital Period:
(sec) - Orbital Velocity: (m/sec) - Orbital Angular Velocity: (deg/sec) - Inclination Angle: (deg) -
Eccentricity: - Inclination Angle: (deg) - Orbital Radius: (m) - Orbit Orientation: (deg) - Capture
Radius: (m) - Ring Length: (m) - Capture Time: (sec) - Orbit Duration: (sec) - Orbital Velocity: (m/sec)
- Orbital Angular Velocity: (deg/sec) - Capture Velocity: (m/sec) - Delta V: (m/sec) - Capture Angle:
(deg) - Orbital Decay: (sec/year) - Orbital Decayed Velocity: (m/sec) - Capture Angular Velocity:
(deg/sec) - Orbit Decay Velocity: (m/sec) - Capture Inclination Angle: 2edc1e01e8



Space Calculators [Updated]

Space Calculators is a collection of space calculators designed to be useful when using Orbiter. They
are powerful, but not too complicated for anyone to use them on their own. How do I use Space
Calculators? Space Calculators can be found on the menu bar and in the orbiter dropdown menu.
SpaceCalc Tools List of space tools in alphabetical order References Category:Orbit simulation
softwareCompetitions: Week 2 Description The first day of competition for the season begins with a
LOR game. Victory Points: Well done! You have scored two victory points. The Scoring System All
new players start with 0. Every player gets at least one point when they win a game. A player gets
one point for every consecutive win. You gain one point for every win. A player gets one point for
every consecutive win. You lose one point for every consecutive loss. A player loses one point for
every consecutive loss. You gain one point for each victory in the LOR game. A player loses one point
for each victory in the LOR game. Losses in games with no points are calculated as a tie. The rules
for scoring are in the description of the Tournament Mode. Categories Tournament Mode
Tournament Mode is a series of computer-controlled games with predetermined winners and losers.
The categories for the Season Championships are: Category Description LOR Head-to-Head Limited
Resources 2 players start with 1 Victory Point each LOR-OPT Head-to-Head Limited Resources 2
players start with 2 Victory Points each LOR-PACK Head-to-Head Limited Resources 2 players start
with 3 Victory Points each LOR-NOSTAG Head-to-Head Limited Resources 2 players start with 4
Victory Points each LOR-FULL Head-to-Head Limited Resources 2 players start with 6 Victory Points
each LOR-OPT-PACK Head-to-Head Limited Resources 2 players start with 2 Victory Points each
LOR-PACK-PACK Head-to-Head Limited Resources 2 players
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What's New in the?

The first two calculators focus on planetary mass, radius and density. You can calculate planetary
mass, radius and density. You can also calculate a planet’s mass, radius and density for a variety of
orbital and other choices. The next three calculators provide some useful information about
asteroids and comets in the Solar System, including a statistics calculator for calculating the
frequency of asteroid encounters with Earth. You can calculate the diameter, mass and density of
the largest and the smallest asteroids, with mass being the only option for the largest. The
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remaining calculators provide basic astronomical information. Planetary Mass Calculator: The
planetary mass calculator allows you to calculate the mass of a planet or other celestial body by the
ratio of the planet’s density to the density of water, a common element in a planet. Planetary Radius
Calculator: The planetary radius calculator allows you to calculate the radius of a planet or other
celestial body by the ratio of the planet’s density to the density of water. Planetary Density
Calculator: The planetary density calculator allows you to calculate the density of a planet or other
celestial body by the ratio of the planet’s density to the density of water. Planetary Mass Histogram
Calculator: The planetary mass histogram calculator allows you to calculate the frequency of
asteroids encountered in Earth’s vicinity and throughout the Solar System. A basic histogram is also
available. Planetary Radius Histogram Calculator: The planetary radius histogram calculator allows
you to calculate the frequency of asteroids encountered in Earth’s vicinity and throughout the Solar
System. A basic histogram is also available. Planetary Density Histogram Calculator: The planetary
density histogram calculator allows you to calculate the frequency of asteroids encountered in
Earth’s vicinity and throughout the Solar System. A basic histogram is also available. Diameter
Histogram Calculator: The diameter histogram calculator allows you to calculate the diameter and
approximate mass of asteroids encountered in Earth’s vicinity and throughout the Solar System.
Mass Calculator: The mass calculator allows you to calculate the mass of a celestial body. Surface
Gravity Calculator: The surface gravity calculator allows you to calculate the surface gravity of a
planet or other celestial body. *Note: there are a number of planets, asteroids and comets that have
no density listed, either because no density was listed or because the density wasn’t calculatable
with the basic options. Planetary Radius: The planetary radius calculator allows you to calculate the
radius of a planet or other celestial body. *Note: there are a number of planets, asteroids and comets
that have no radius listed, either because no radius was listed or because the radius wasn’t
calculatable with the basic options. Planetary Density



System Requirements For Space Calculators:

To play this game, you will need the following: PC: Windows XP, Vista or Windows 7 OS: DirectX
9.0c Processor: Intel Pentium III or greater, AMD Athlon or greater Memory: 2 GB RAM DirectX:
Version 9.0c Hard Drive: 2 GB available space Compatibility: You must have a minimum of Win XP.
You must have a minimum of Win 7. You must have a minimum of Windows 7 SP1.
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